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‘Ready, set, zucchini!’ Kids at the Galiano Community Picnic line up their zucchini vehicles at the top of the race track. For story and more zucchini races, see page 7.

See the fall Ferry Advisory Committee meetings
scheduled, on page 11. 0
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Island Tides offers full-coverage, full-service flyer distribution for election candidates.
Contact us asap before October 17 to book your campaign advertising inside our November 3 edition.
For details, contact us at 250-629-3660 • islandtides@islandtides.com
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Are you running in the November 19 local government elections?
Get your message out with an island-specific flyer!

is available at these

needed on the MV Quinitsa. However, according
to Law, Transport Canada does not make
decisions about crewing until after a vessel is
built. Not only are there safety concerns with only
three crew for 150 passengers, the business case
would not necessarily be viable with a crew over
three. Other concerns include the possibility that
15-20 full and part-time jobs provided by the ferry
run would be lost.
In a September 28 letter to BC Ferries CEO
David Hahn, Law communicates the concerns
expressed at the two meetings and states that he
has requested, through Darin Guenette, that time
be provided for the Denman-Hornby Ferry
Advisory Committee to have an opportunity to
formally develop and provide recommendations
at its upcoming fall meeting.
Should the project go ahead, it will be the
longest cable ferry in the world.

Denman

7

At a September 23 meeting on Denman Island,
BC Ferries presented the community with plans
to build a cable ferry between Buckley Bay and
Denman Island. Although the proposal was
brought to the attention of the Ferry Advisory
Committee in 2009, Denman-Hornby FAC Chair
Tony Law says very little information was
available at that point.
The environmental assessment for the project
is now complete and the process to find an
Alternate Service Provider is scheduled until
March 2012, with design and tendering to be
completed between now and July 2012.
Construction would begin next summer and last
about one year.
About 250 people, almost half of Denman’s
population, came to the information session. The
community response was overwhelmingly
negative, reports Tony Law. The issue also
dominated the September 27 meeting held by the
BC Ferry Commission, with strong opposition to
the plan.
The proposal states that the ferry would
require half as many crew as are currently

Galiano

MARINE HIGHWAY, please turn to page 2

Sara Miles

Pender

The Islands Trust, representing 13 island communities that depend on BC
Ferries, has asked new BC Ferry Commissioner Gordon Macatee to
recommend changes to the Coastal Ferry Act that would see BC Ferries
manage the marine highway as an essential part of the public infrastructure
similar to provincial highways. The commissioner is currently reviewing the
Act to assess how it has performed to date in achieving the original public policy
objectives. As part of the Review process, Macatee met with Trust Council at
its quarterly meeting on Salt Spring Island.
In her presentation, Islands Trust Chair Sheila Malcolmson noted that
island communities had developed over the past 50 years in step with the
coastal ferry system, just as other communities in BC grow in relation to the
provincial road network. She noted that former provincial representatives
treated the coastal ferry network as an important element in BC’s economic
development—as important as the highways they built into BC’s hinterland.
Island communities developed based on repeated assurances that ‘ferries are
highways.’
However, in 2003, the province brought in the Coastal Ferry Act,
transforming the public transportation network into a private company,
wholly-owned by the Province of BC. The Minister of the day indicated the new
Act was intended to have many benefits for island communities—fares would
remain affordable and predictable, the ferry service would flourish and it would
support tourism, island economies and ways of life.

Plans for Denman cable ferry a surprise

Gabriola

Trust Council asks Ferry Commissioner
to help restore BC’s marine highway
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SERIOUS COFFEE locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes or racks inside!

Sidney—Beacon Avenue

Nanaimo—Across from the Hospital

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall

Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Road

Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Avenue

Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall

Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza

Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Avenue

Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd CO-OP

Campbell River—Willow Point Village
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AT POINT ATKINSON
OCTOBER

Day

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

Day

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

5

0542
1322
1938

4.9
14.4
9.8

1.5
4.4
3.0

13
TH

0635
1207
1724

14.1
9.2
13.5

4.3
2.8
4.1

6
TH

0004
0651
1411
2032

11.5
5.6
14.1
8.9

3.5
1.7
4.3
2.7

14
FR

0017
0717
1242
1747

4.3
14.1
9.8
13.1

1.3
4.3
3.0
4.0

7
FR

0133
0755
1450
2112

11.5
5.9
14.1
7.9

3.5
1.8
4.3
2.4

15
SA

0048
0800
1320
1812

3.9
14.1
10.5
13.1

1.2
4.3
3.2
4.0

8
SA

0244
0850
1522
2147

12.1
6.6
14.1
7.2

3.7
2.0
4.3
2.2

16
SU

0122
0847
1404
1839

3.9
14.1
10.8
12.8

1.2
4.3
3.3
3.9

9

0340
0938
1550
2218

12.5
6.9
13.8
6.2

3.8
2.1
4.2
1.9

17
MO

0159
0937
1459
1912

3.9
14.1
11.2
12.5

1.2
4.3
3.4
3.8

10
MO

0429
1019
1615
2248

13.1
7.5
13.8
5.6

4.0
2.3
4.2
1.7

18
TU

0241
1031
1614
1955

4.3
14.1
11.2
11.8

1.3
4.3
3.4
3.6

11
TU

0513
1057
1639
2317

13.5
8.2
13.5
4.9

4.1
2.5
4.1
1.5

19
WE

0331
1126
1741
2102

4.6
14.1
10.8
11.5

1.4
4.3
3.3
3.5

12
WE

0554
1132
1701
2347

13.8
8.9
13.5
4.6

4.2
2.7
4.1
1.4

20
TH

0429
1218
1851
2238

5.2
14.1
10.2
11.2

1.6
4.3
3.1
3.4

WE

SU

ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
FULL MOON TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11

Book by October 14 for 10% oﬀ!

250-656-4341

AT FULFORD HARBOUR
OCTOBER
Day

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

Day

Time

Ht./ft.

Ht./m.

WE

5

0501
1313
1926
2254

3.3
10.5
7.9
8.2

1.0
3.2
2.4
2.5

13
TH

0629
1130
1638
2332

9.8
7.5
9.8
3.0

3.0
2.3
3.0
0.9

6

0609
1357
2012

3.9
10.5
7.2

1.2
3.2
2.2

14
FR

0715
1211
1657

10.2
8.2
9.5

3.1
2.5
2.9

7

0041
0710
1432
2047

8.2
4.3
10.2
6.2

2.5
1.3
3.1
1.9

15
SA

0004
0803
1256
1717

2.6
10.2
8.5
9.5

0.8
3.1
2.6
2.9

8
SA

0206
0803
1500
2116

8.5
4.9
10.2
5.6

2.6
1.5
3.1
1.7

16
SU

0039
0854
1349
1737

2.6
10.2
8.9
9.5

0.8
3.1
2.7
2.9

9
SU

0313
0849
1523
2143

8.9
5.6
9.8
4.9

2.7
1.7
3.0
1.5

17
MO

0118
0947
1459
1758

2.6
10.5
8.9
9.2

0.8
3.2
2.7
2.8

10
MO

0409
0931
1542
2209

9.2
5.9
9.8
4.3

2.8
1.8
3.0
1.3

18
TU

0201
1041
1644
1821

3.0
10.5
8.9
8.9

0.9
3.2
2.7
2.7

11
TU

0459
1012
1600
2235

9.5
6.6
9.8
3.9

2.9
2.0
3.0
1.2

19
WE

0252
1131

3.0
10.5

0.9
3.2

12
WE

0544
1051
1619
2302

9.8
7.2
9.8
3.3

3.0
2.2
3.0
1.0

20
TH

0349
1215
1858
2121

3.6
10.5
7.9
8.2

1.1
3.2
2.4
2.5

TH

FR

ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
FULL MOON TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11
Tide Table Courtesy of

Durable dock systems for
exposed locations
Ross Walker
250-537-9710

On Time & On Budget
www.islandtides.com

T

he cycling season is more or less over for island
pedalers. Barring a few nice day rides, only the diehards will continue riding through the wet, cold
months of winter.
Safety is a huge consideration. Those who feel marginally
comfortable cycling under clear skies,
with the best possible visibility, intuitively
understand that dangers increase as
riding and driving conditions deteriorate.
Country roads are full of pleasures and
hazards, and the balance can quickly tip
between the two.
While waiting out the rain, what can
we do to improve our cycling lot? Get
active on other fronts! And boy, has
Island Pathways come up with a great
way to do this. Put Velo-Village 2012,
June 21-23, on your itinerary now.
Check out the Velo-Village blog for a
heads-up about this gathering and John
Rowlandson’s postings about rural
cycling concerns and solutions. Picture it:
next June solstice, Salt Spring welcomes
hundreds of cyclists to bicycle heaven!
For three days, these cyclists will commune about rural
cycling challenges and joys, while sharing cool cycling
demos, meet-and-greets and entertainment of all sorts.

Email: ross@islandmarine.ca
www.islandmarine.ca

It’s a pre-conference event to Velo–city Global 2012, in
Vancouver from June 26-29, www.velo-city2012.com.
Velo-Village 2012 will be the first gathering to focus on
rural cycling challenges. Velo-city Global conferences
started in 1980 to address urban cycling issues. They’re held
every year or two, mostly in Europe—
Copenhagen,
Paris,
Dublin,
Barcelona—with one in Perth and one
in Montreal in the mid-1990s. Now it’s
Vancouver’s lucky turn, and a big
incentive for the city to polish up and
get serious about its cycling needs and
commitments.
Velo-Village planners are recruiting
some of the 1,000 Velo-city delegates
to come early and take a rural cycling
holiday on Salt Spring, do the Tour de
Victoria on June 24, spin through
another island or two, or try the
Malahat, then head back to the big city
‘do’.
Our solstice weekend gathering is
for cyclists of all sorts, from fairweather to dedicated commuters,
planners, mobility managers, academics, and activists—
everyone with a stake in making rural cycling safe and
accessible. To get involved, contact John via the blog. 0

www.velo-village2012.blogspot.com
MARINE HIGHWAY from page 1

Book Your Winterization Now
Thanksgiving Special

www.seapower.ca

Cyclists gearing up for Velo 2012 events ~ Brenda Guiled

‘The Coastal Ferry Act has failed to deliver,’ Malcolmson
told the commissioner. ‘Since 2003, provincial funding to
the ferry service has been frozen and increasingly referred
to as a ‘subsidy’, implying it is not a legitimate government
contribution to essential provincial infrastructure,’ she said.
Malcolmson’s presentation included graphs that illustrated
precipitous increases in ferry fares (an average of 60% and
as much as 125% on some routes) with the corresponding
drops in ridership levels that are having grave impacts on
island communities. Her presentation illustrated how other
parts of the regional transportation system have remained
buoyant, countering the notion that a slumping economy or
exchange rates are to blame for plummeting ridership. ‘As
elected representatives of island communities, we know that
our friends and neighbours stay home when fares go up,’
she said.
‘This is setting up a negative cycle of impacts,’ said
Malcolmson. ‘As fares increase, ridership drops, then
businesses close and families leave—threatening the social
and economic stability of island communities. When
ridership levels drop once again, BC Ferries’ only option is
to further increase fares, continuing the downward cycle.
Instead of the promised improvement, we’ve seen
skyrocketing fares, seriously slumping ridership and a ferry
service that doesn’t appear able to sustain itself. The cost of
goods and services on the islands has gone up substantially,
as well as the costs of essential trips to see doctors, dentists,
family and friends. Contrary to some suggestions, our
communities are not wealthy, with average family income
below or close to average BC levels.’
Malcolmson’s presentation included information about
islanders’ satisfaction with various aspects of the ferry
service together with their importance, determined through
an on-line survey of trustees. She reported general
satisfaction with safety but dissatisfaction in other areas of
high importance to islanders such as fare affordability, fare
stability and support for business, tourism, the economy
and the flow of goods and services essential to island life.

‘We recommend the commissioner focus on the areas of
least satisfaction and highest importance to ferry users, and
on the sustainability of the ferry system itself,’ added
Malcolmson. ‘In 2006, an Islands Trust’s position paper
warned that rising fares could lead to decreased ridership,
threatening the system’s viability. The latest information
about revenues indicate these concerns are becoming
reality,’ she noted. She also noted the negative impacts on
the provincial economy, as decreased ridership translated
to decreased economic activity and declining provincial
revenues.
Malcolmson concluded with a number of
recommendations for the commissioner. These included:
• a significant increase in the provincial contribution, to
enable drastic and immediate fare cuts and fare freezes;
• that subsequent fare increases be at a level consistent
with the Consumer Price Index;
• changes to the Coastal Ferry Act to recognize BC
Ferries as an essential part of the public infrastructure,
similar to provincial highways;
• a long term strategy for BC Ferries’ service to the minor
routes that considers the socio-economic impact of ferry
fares and schedules and the sustainability of the ferry service
itself; and
• identifying, in consultation with Ferry Advisory
Committees, communities and local governments, options
for modifying service to increase efficiency while meeting
the needs of ferry-dependent communities.
‘Fares have risen continually with no assessment of the
socio-economic impacts on our communities and we urge
the government to take immediate action, while longer term
solutions are developed,’ concluded Malcolmson.
The commissioner has recently visited and listened to
many coastal communities dependent on ferry service. View
the Review mandate: http://www.bcferrycommission.com.
For slides from the Chair’s presentation to the BC Ferry
Commissioner and links to all other Islands Trust positions
on BC Ferries: www.islandstrust.bc.ca/poi/bcferriesinfo.cfm. 0

This home is only $110,602 to lock up
with a 2ft foundation on your property!
At Trafalgar Homes, we believe the time has come
for AFFORDABLE home options.
If the home of your dreams is one that ﬁts comfortably within
your budget, the licensed builder to choose is

T R A FA LG A R H O M E S
Visit www.trafalgarhomes.ca/it to receive your promotional oﬀer

1-866-971-0239
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Photo: Derek Holzapfel

One of hundreds of creatures who live in our Salish Sea—a Red rock crab (Cancer productus) gives a diver the eye.

The Legislature — View from the North Island

I

t was a very interesting and busy summer for people
engaged in the political world. The continuing
campaign over the HST referendum and election
speculation kept many people on their toes.
The defeat of the tax was dramatic; in the North Island
alone, 57% of people voted to get rid of it. The majority of
people in the majority of BC’s constituencies said they
wanted a return to fair taxation with BC control over tax
policy and tax exemptions. So the Finance Minister has
indicated that we will be returning to the situation as it was,
with the GST and the PST with the exemptions that helped
so many people.
The Legislature resumed sitting October 3. We in the
Opposition will be asking why, if it only took a year to
introduce the HST, it will take 18 months to switch back.
Many business people I talked to say that once the details
are clarified the change will be relatively easy, as it will
simply be a matter of updating their bookkeeping software.
However, builders, painters and other tradespeople are very
worried that the delay will severely impact their businesses
as customers put off repairs or renovations for 18 months
until they will not have to pay that extra 7% in the HST. A
The Island
shorter
timelineTides
for the10.25"
transitionxto2"GST/PST is essential.

My community office in Campbell River is constantly
trying to assist people who have lost their WCB pensions;
or people with disabilities who, already living well below the
poverty level, find they are not able to get assistance for
essential nutritional supplements that their doctors say they
need; or families with special needs children who cannot
get the help their children need. Real people in Campbell
River, Port Hardy, Tahsis, Quadra bear the brunt of
government policies.
There is also the undeniable damage that the
government’s policies have on our environment. It’s not
only that there’s logging at breakneck speed for the foreign
markets, but there is now no-one providing public interest
oversight in the forests. It’s not only that mining companies
feel they have the right to explore in all corners of the North
Island, it’s that there is now no-one inspecting the impact
they will have on watersheds. Of course we need the jobs
that our resources can provide but we have to be aware of
and cautious of the costs.
These are some of the concerns I will take up on our
return to the Legislature. My time before the fall sitting was
busy, divided between my work as the critic for the Minister
of Children and Family Development and visits to a number

FOR SEPTIC WASTEWATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS

IS YOUR







Time-proven for over 25 years
No maintenance required
Lower overall cost
Fits any lot shape
Best choice for
sensitive lakeside properties
 Passive system—no power required
Authorized Representative:
BWD Engineering Inc.
15822 – 106A Avenue
Surrey, B.C., V4N 1K7
Phone: (604) 789-2204
Fax: (604) 582-8231
Web: www.bwdeng.ca

CORPORATION

eljen.com

The Island Tides 10.25" x 2"

— CLaIre TreVeNa, MLa

of communities and organisations around the constituency.
These included attending the Mount Waddington Health
Network’s meeting on homelessness in Port McNeill as well
as VIHA’s board meeting. I am calling on VIHA to find a
permanent solution for emergency care at Port Hardy
hospital.
I was at the Union of BC Municipalities conference in
Vancouver when Ferry Commissioner Gord Macatee held
his public meetings on Cortes and Quadra. I met with him
earlier in the summer and told him that people on the
islands would accept no less than an immediate fare freeze
and a rollback of ferry fares.
I must congratulate the Campbell River Creative
Industries Council, which works hard to bring new
businesses to the city, for the significant digital art
exhibition it brought to the Campbell River Museum. This
is a coup for the city, the only place in Canada to host these
works.
A final note: I will be opening a new office in Port Hardy,
at the former Robert Scott Elementary School. Watch for
announcements about an Open House. In the meantime
you can contact me toll-free at 1-877-387-5100; or by email
at Claire.trevena.mla@leg.bc.ca. 0
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• Eight scheduled flights daily
• Newest and fastest Seaplane fleet in Canada
• Departure from Seair Terminal at
Vancouver Int’l Airport
• Free Parking and Free shuttle to Main Terminal
• Frequent flyer discounts
• Charter flights available to other destinations
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Our Islands. Our World.

fax: 250-656-0443 Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net
2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1

We’re all about the Islands

• eight scheduled ﬂights daily
Eight scheduled
daily
•• newest
and fastest flights
Seaplane
ﬂeet in canada
•
Newest
and
fastest
Seaplane
in Canada
• Departures from Seair terminals atfleet
Vancouver
airport,
Harbour
& nanaimo
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DepartureVancouver
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Terminal
at Harbour
Vancouver
Int’l
AirportHarbour & Vancouver airport
• Free
parking at
nanaimo
•• Free
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at Vancouver
FreeShuttle
Parking
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Free shuttle
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flyer
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• charter ﬂights available to other destinations

• Charter flights available to other destinations
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Our Islands. Our World.
www.islandtides.com
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remembering Fraser Smith

S

eLIzabeTh May, MP

ome of you may already know the name Fraser Smith.
If you live in Sidney, BC, you likely do. He was on the
Chamber of Commerce Executive, was a stalwart in
Sidney by the Sea Rotary, and occasional member of Sidney
Rotary as well. His approach to tax deductible mortgages, ‘the
Smith Manoeuvre,’ helped many people buy homes who
otherwise would not have been able to manage.
On Sunday morning, September 25, he died unexpectedly
from complications that may or may not have been related to
cancer he was also fighting. He leaves his beautiful and devoted
wife, son, daughter and grandchildren.
I owe a lot to Fraser Smith. So do many people in my
community. If you were a supporter of my campaign, you
might have gotten to know Fraser for the first time. He spoke
at the huge pre-election rally we had at the airport hangar—a
businessman in the unlikely company of tree-huggers, poets
and musicians.
I first met Fraser Smith at a fundraiser for my campaign.
A mutual friend had dragged him along. He made sure to tell
me he was a strong Conservative and long-time friend of Gary
Lunn. But that didn’t stop him from bidding on items at the
silent auction and having a grand time. I was an immediate
Fraser fan whether he would vote for me or not.
Over time, we came to know each other better. I knew that
he had played a significant role in starting the Reform Party. He
had worked closely with Preston Manning. He continued as a
staunch Conservative, despite the changes within that party. He
was a big man with a heart just as big. Kindnesses to many
within our community were offered quietly and at the perfect
moment. Young people he mentored, kids who needed a
helping hand, all lucky to have Fraser throwing them a lifeline.
His ‘road to Damascus’ conversion from Conservative to
Green was dramatic. Things had been bothering him in
government policy. The ‘tough on crime’ agenda, building new
prisons, made no sense to him. In one of our Rotary meetings,
we had a speaker talking about restorative justice. Fraser
started his question, ‘I am a staunch Conservative, but…’ That
‘but’ led to a diatribe about how little sense it made to build
more prisons when the crime rate is dropping. He found
Canada’s prohibition laws against cannabis to be wrongheaded and ineffectual. And when he heard that the
government wanted to make it an offense with a mandatory
minimum prison sentence of six months in jail for possession
of more than five marijuana plants, he was deeply troubled.
At one of our Green Party events, he came walking toward
me with a steely and determined look on his face. His generally

www.islandtides.com

Watch Elizabeth May’s interview on health care with CTV
from her hospital bed following hip replacement surgery:
http://watch.ctv.ca/news/#clip542077 0

Reader’s Letters
More About Green Darners
Dear Editor:
The dragonfly on the August edition definitely is not an
Emperor, which is a European species, and definitely is a
Green darner or Anax junius. The interesting thing about
green darners is that, unlike our other dragonflies, they
migrate north from the US to breed here. The young hatch
out a year later and migrate south at the end of the summer,
we assume returning to their home swamp to breed the
following spring. They are Washington’s state insect
because they are so common there. It is a spring ritual to
record the arrival of the green darners in our swamps. They
are usually breeding around the beginning of July.
Briony Penn, Salt Spring

Why Exempt Fish Farms from Act?
Dear Editor:
We are on the cusp of losing our coastal values and coastal
ecosystems to open-net fish feedlots. Ask the Norwegians
battling to save their coast from a drug-resistant sea lice
epidemic. Here in BC, 0pen-net fish feedlots continue to
operate on our coasts in unabashed collusion with our
government. The largely unreported destruction of sea
lions, seals and seabirds by fish feedlot employees has gone
on for decades. As a former fisheries guardian and now wild
salmon advocate I have witnessed too much to be
complacent about the impacts of a self-regulated industry.
Every infraction I enforced was ignored.

Our Fisheries Department is mandated to protect wild
salmon and marine mammals. Now our salmon-fed
ecosystems crumble under a dysfunctional agency ready to
promote fish farm shareholders instead of managing a
naturally occurring, mega-source of pure protein and
Omega-3 oils connected to a world class ecotourism
industry.
Do you love our precious west coast? Then put fish feed
lots on land with the rest of agriculture, not in oceans to kill
indiscriminately. Please remember the publicly funded
judicial inquiry seeking answers to the collapse of the Fraser
River Sockeye, too. $25 million of our money spent so far.
See www.cohencommission.ca, read some of the
transcripts, and add your voice to public submissions. More
action is needed or we lose our salmon like the east coast cod.
Leanne Hodges, Quathiaski Cove

Min of Ag Responds To Morton
Dear Editor:
The front page of the Sept 22-Oct 5 edition of Island Tides
includes a commentary, ‘Alexandra Morton reads between
the lines at the Cohen Commission’. I am the board-certified
veterinary pathologist that generated all of the provincial
farm disease data described in this commentary, and I want
to clarify several statements to help readers make sense of
what might seem like conflicting information.
For example, the commentary states that DFO scientist
LETTERS, please turn to next page

Pick up your copy of Island Tides at these fine locations!
Ocean Soul
Book Caffé
New and
Used Books

Thank You!

A heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to those of you who
have given subscriptions. Keep those lovely
letters and emails coming, too. We paste
them all in our scrapbooks!

warm and generous smile was displaced by a storminess that
made me think he might be angry with me for something.
Instead, he opened his wallet and withdrew two cards. One
was plastic, just like a credit card. With a picture of the House
of Commons in full colour, it read ‘2009 Leaders Circle
Member’ with the big blue ‘C’ of the Conservative party logo.
The other displayed his membership in the Conservative Party
of Canada. It was plasticized paper. He then proceeded to try
to rip them up. They didn’t rip. ‘Here,’ he said, ‘you keep them.
Give me a membership form. I am joining the Green Party.’
And then he pulled out his chequebook.
That was just the beginning. He wrote his entire client list
and urged them to switch whatever previous political
allegiance they had had to support my bid to be the MP for
Saanich–Gulf Islands. He decided we needed more billboards
on the Pat Bay Highway, so he registered himself as a Third
Party and had big signs (white background with green
lettering), saying ‘Canada needs Elizabeth May in Parliament,
but only you can elect her.’ He took out a two-page ad in the
Seaside Times to explain why he was voting Green. He put
himself and his reputation on the line, risking losing
friendships of many years.
I write these words, tears welling up, sitting at my desk in
the House of Commons. I have the cards Fraser tried to rip up
on my desk. I have carried them with me as a sort of good luck
piece ever since he gave them to me. I will keep them in my
desk inside the House of Commons from now on. Fraser
Smith played a significant role to elect me to the House of
Commons. I will work every day to improve decorum and
respect, dedicating my service to his memory.
Ironically, as I write this, we are debating the Omnibus
Crime Bill. I have notes in front of me to point out, when I next
speak, that the mandatory minimums for growing cannabis
would be four years more than for sexual assault on a child. I
write this as the government just succeeded in passing a
motion to limit debate on the bill Fraser found so offensive.
Let me leave you with the image I will hold in my heart of
this wonderful man. A man built on the basic principle with
which God made mountains, strong, large and inspiring, with
greying curls framing a face alive with mischief. A huge smile
on his face, a glass of red wine in one hand with the other
holding a bottle to make sure everyone else’s glass was full.
Fraser Smith will be missed—for a very long time.

Salt Spring Island
Chamber of Commerce
www.saltspringtourism.com

9100 East Saanich Road
North Saanich

www.roostfarmcentre.com

Open at 6 am Daily
250-246-1977
1578 Joan Avenue
Crofton
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A tube-dwelling sea anemone expands its tentacles, looking for prey near Gowlland Point, Pender Island.
LETTERS from previous page
‘Miller found what appeared to be tumours in the Fraser
sockeye.’ During testimony at the Cohen Commission on
August 24, Dr Miller clarified that further investigation
revealed that ‘these were haemorrhages… Not tumours.’
(page 27 of the transcripts, available at
www.commissioncohen.ca/en/Schedule/). Later, when
asked whether ‘the lesions were related to blunt force
trauma’, Dr Miller said ‘that’s right’ (p. 73 of the transcripts).
Therefore, the ‘tumours in the Fraser sockeye’ were simply
a result of bleeding in the brain—not cancer—that occurred
when the fish were sampled. Many fisherman and scientists
humanely kill fish using a ‘bonk on the head’, and bleeding
in the brain is a common result.
Alexandra Morton’s commentary incorrectly states that
‘the provincial autopsies on dead farm salmon are reporting
the diagnostic lesions of Salmon Leukemia regularly’. I did
not report lesions that are ‘diagnostic’ for Salmon Leukemia.
Instead, I reported common kidney lesions that occur in fish
with a variety of diseases that include anaemia and
inflammation. Likewise, a dry cough is a common symptom
of the deadly SARS virus that killed several people in
Toronto in 2003. Yet, when we hear a dry cough today we
think of several other causes before we think of the SARS
virus.
Scientists described Salmon Leukemia as a type of
cancer, and diagnosis of Salmon Leukemia requires the
finding of cancerous cells in at least two organs. Since I
came to BC in 2004, none of the fish I examined have had
cancerous cells in two organs. Alexandra Morton’s
commentary suggests that Salmon Leukemia is not

Independent
Dental Hygiene
in a relaxed setting
Registered Dental Hygienists
offering:
• scaling • root planing
• polishing • whitening
• other services
Celebrating 9 years of service in beautiful Sidney-by-the-Sea

250-655-4884

diagnosed because ‘the supervising vet does not believe in
the disease’ and ‘if you don’t [diagnose] it, it doesn’t exist.’
Reality is much simpler: Salmon leukemia was not
diagnosed because the fish did not have Salmon Leukemia.
The fish with kidney lesions had other diseases, but not
Salmon Leukemia.
Finally, the commentary states that ‘I never got the
chance to tell Justice Cohen that the Province of BC is also
diagnosing the clinical signs of all the lethal and emerging
pathogens in Norway: pancreatic disease, heart and skeletal
muscle inflammation, and Infectious Salmon Anemia
[ISA].’ Alexandra Morton might not have had a chance to
tell Justice Cohen, but her lawyer did. On August 23,
Alexandra Morton’s lawyer Gregory McDade asked Dr
Michael Kent, ‘I suggest to you that there are some 1,100
references in [provincial] document 2864 to ... classical
signs of ISA’ (p. 37 of transcripts).
On August 22, however, Cohen Commission exhibit
#1471 pointed out that every one of the 1,100 ‘references to
ISA’ in the provincial fish health database was tested for the
ISA virus using a highly sensitive and specific PCR test. All
fish tested negative—no virus. Indeed, from 2003–2010
the Province tested 4,726 dead farm fish for the ISA virus,
and all fish tested negative—no virus. The province has
developed PCR tests for other foreign fish viruses to ensure
that we are prepared if we ever need the tests.
I do agree with Alexandra Morton that fish farms in the
narrowest channels of the sockeye salmon migration routes
in 2008 did not adversely affect the tremendous returns in
2010.
Gary D Marty, BC Ministry of Agriculture 0
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What’s On?

Round The Islands

VA N C O U V E R I S L A N D & T H E G U L F I S L A N D S
$33.60/$39.20 with image
Multi-venue: $44.80/$50.04 with image

Traveling Theatre Troupe

Saturday–Monday, October 8–10

Thanksgiving Weekend Family Fun Swims—enjoy the
wavepool, waterslide, diving boards, pirate ship,
toddler pool, swirlpool, steam room and family
changerooms. • 4636 Elk Lake Drive (right off Pat Bay
Hwy at Royal Oak exit) • SAT: 1-4pm, 6:30-8:30pm;
SUN: 1-4pm, 6-8pm; MON: 10-noon, 1-4pm • Info:
24-hour Swim Info-line 250-475-7620 • IN SAANICH

Industry Debris Litters Denman
~ Shelley McKeachie
Photo: Liz Johnston

Saturday, October 8

Hemp
&
Company
Grand
Opening—presentations & demos,
live music, tea, coffee & treats, kids’
crafts and more; free gifts for every
customer! • 10% off all Thanksgiving
weekend with food bank donation •
2348 Beacon Avenue • 10am-6pm
• Info: www.hempandcompany.com,
778-426-3088 • IN SIDNEY

Saturday, October 8

Bill Deverell’s Pender Island
Book Launch of ‘I’ll See You In
My Dreams’—Garibaldi Island’s
crusty Arthur Beauchamp
revisits his first murder case • 24pm, refreshments • Talisman
Books, Driftwood Centre • Info:
www.talismanbooks.ca, 250629-6944 • ON PENDER
ISLAND

Friday–Sunday, Oct 14–16

2011 Sidney Fine Art Show—world
class juried art show featuring work
by artists primarily around BC,
showcasing excellence with diverse
and exciting art • Mary Winspear
Centre • FRI & SAT: 9am-9pm; SUN:
9am-5pm • $6; 3-day pass $10 •
Info: www.sidneyfineartshow.ca •
IN SIDNEY

Friday–Sunday, October 14–16

Classes & Workshops with Chanchal Cabrera, MSc—
Formulating and Blending Herbal Remedies: dosing,
safety and more • Innisfree Farm • Info:
www.chanchalcabrera.com, 250-336-8767 • IN
COURTENAY

Thursday, October 20

Mayne Island Speakers Series: ‘Vanishing Beacons;
the History of BC’s Lighthouses—illustrated lecture by
Ivan Bulic, director of the BC
Canadian Lighthousekeepers’
Association and the Gabriola
Island Historical & Museum
Society • Agricultural Hall •
7:30pm • All welcome • Info:
Mary Crumblehulme 250-539-3027, Brenda Webster
250-884-2472 • ON MAYNE ISLAND

Friday, October 21

Pender Film Group—Harry Potter and The Deathly
Hallows, Part 2 • Community Hall • 7:30pm •
ON PENDER ISLAND

Saturday, October 22

Cowichan Fleece & Fibre Fair—vendors, fleece,
rovings, yarns, books, dyes, spinning wheels, felting
supplies, & more; locally handcrafted, one of a kind
items; knitters’ circle, spinners’ circle, kids’ activities,
ongoing demonstrations • Island Savings Centre,
2687 James Street • 10am-4pm • Info: Annie 250246-4600, awfulton@shaw.ca • IN DUNCAN

250-629-3660
islandtides@islandtides.com
www.islandtides.com

During the month of October, the Otesha Project will be
performing in several communities around the Strait of
Georgia, including Courtenay, Hornby and Salt Spring.
As part of the Project’s Sunshine Coast Tour, a group of
16 young people is travelling over 1,000 kilometres by
bicycle to stage performances of a funny and inspiring play
entitled ‘Taking Action.’ The play shows the story of average
Canadians who are choosing to be extraordinary.
With an inspiring message of empowerment and
sustainable consumption, you won’t want to miss it! See
www.otesha.ca for details.

Vancouver Islander’s World Premiere
TONS OF BEACH GARBAGE
Denman Islanders had their 7th Annual Denman Island
Beach Clean Up on September 17, sponsored by the
Denman Island Marine Stewardship Committee. As in past
years, between two and four tons of garbage were collected,
sorted, recycled where possible, and hauled off-island to the
landfill.
Ninety per cent of the débris is shellfish industry
generated and includes baskets, buckets, bags, trays, tarps,
ropes, styrofoam, nets and rusted metal.
The BC Shellfish Growers Association (BCSGA) solution
has been to ask for taxpayers’ money to hire one of their own
to retrieve the abandoned equipment and remove the litter.
They ask that whoever finds the industry litter report it to
BCSGA in hopes someone will come and pick it up. This
method is not working because the tonnage of industry
débris is not decreasing.
Fisheries and Oceans Canada is now in charge of
Aquaculture Licence Regulations. We are cautiously
optimistic that they will take concrete action to:
communicate to industry that they must secure their
equipment to minimize escapement; prohibit the use of
materials such as styrofoam for raft floatation (it is
impossible to recapture after the styrofoam breaks up);
create regular and comprehensive methods for collecting
escaped equipment and debris at industry expense; and
prohibit shellfish processing plants from bulldozing into
Baynes Sound and other areas oyster shells with the
attached ‘oyster blue’ rope.
Should industry fail to fulfill these obligations, the federal
government must enforce its existing regulations by the
imposition of fines and restrictions until the tenure holder
complies. The message has to be clear and the shellfish
industry needs to understand that it is unacceptable to
pollute our waters and shores with their litter.

Island of the Arts - Gabriola
If you are on Gabriola Island over Thanksgiving weekend,
be sure to head out on all or part of the 15th Annual Selfguided Art Tour. You can download and print the tour map
from the Gabriola Arts Council website, but the glossy
foldout guide is really nice! Most Island businesses are
stocking them, so just ask around.

GF<KJ:FM<G<E ;<I@JC 8E ;9:

Midweek Bed & Breakfast Special
...back by popular demand! $169*
Stay with us midweek in September or October
and enjoy an ocean view lodge room plus
a delicious hot breakfast for 2
*Offered Sunday - Thursday and based on availability

Sat, October 23 and Sun, November 12

Community Development: A Permaculture Approach—
Successful opposition to mining operations involves
creating alternative plans for economic development;
Vancouver Island Permaculture is offering two half-day
seminars on a Permaculture Approach • Innisfree
Farm • 10am-2pm • $40 • Info & registration:
thierryv@telus.net, www.innisfreefarm.ca, 250-3368768 • IN ROYSTON
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On October 11 and 12, Vancouver Island resident and
documentary filmmaker, and sometime Island Tides
contributor Richard Boyce will be at the Vancouver
International Film Festival screening his new film, entitled
‘Rainforest—The Limit of Splendour’.
The one-hour film, which was produced, directed, and
photographed by Boyce on Vancouver Island, contrasts
traditional and modern forestry practices in the Pacific
Coast’s remote, ancient rainforests.
‘My passion for ancient trees inspired me to climb high
up into the canopy to document the biodiversity of this
incredible ecosystem on the brink of extinction,’ said Boyce.
See www.rainforestmovie.ca for showtimes and trailers.

Gabriola’s Second Successful Cleanup
Gulf Island beaches are usually quite pristine, but it’s often
thanks to hardworking volunteers.
On September 17, 29 Gabriolans picked enough garbage
off the beach at Degnan Bay to overflow three trailers as part
of the Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup. The Gabriola
Island Power Squadron worked in partnership with the
Georgia Strait Alliance to haul the trash to the dump in
Nanaimo.
Squadron Commander Cecil Ashley told Island Tides
that the group will be doing this every year now, as it is ‘a
very worthy cause.’ About 12 people attended last year’s first
official Shoreline Cleanup on Gabriola.

CRD Director Gets New Alternate
~ Christa Grace-Warrick
Pender’s ‘Splitting Angel’ was sworn in as Southern Gulf
Islands CRD Director Alternate late August in Victoria, after
he volunteered to replace Jon Heaney.
Pender Islander David Howe has earned the name
‘Splitting Angel’ because if you ask him, he splits rounds of
firewood for free. No gym for him—it’s his way of keeping
fit. As a youngster on the Saanich Peninsula, he helped in
the family effort of getting the winter’s wood and fell for
splitting in a big way.
When the people he splits for have an excess of timber
to be disposed of he asks if they will donate some for sale to
support Pender’s Jane Mcintosh who volunteers with Mercy
Ships, an international charity using hospital ships and
land-based teams to deliver health care and developmental
programs at no charge to the world’s forgotten poor.
The MV African Mercy with Jane aboard is currently in
Freetown, Sierra Leone. Read more about Jane at
www.greenangels.com/penderjane.htm.
Howe previously served on the Pender Chamber of
Commerce and is a member of the North Pender APC.

An Island of Hope
We often think of a ‘crisis’ as a sudden event like an
earthquake or tsunami. But war, drought, aid restrictions
and now cholera have left almost four million Somalis in
crisis. BC Liquor Stores already raised $323,902 for the Red
Cross efforts in the Horn of Africa.
Tim Underhill of Pender Island is again organizing an
Alpha Yaya Diallo benefit. This time proceeds will go directly
to the Dr Hawa Abdi Foundation, which works on the
ground in Somalia providing food, shelter and medical care
to over 90,000 refugees who fled the fighting in Mogadishu.
Most are women, children, and elderly.
Diallo will be joined by a full band including balafone and
djembe players, at the Pender Islands Community Hall on
October 22. Tickets are $25, there will also be a concession
with soups by Adam from Southridge Farms Store.
Read Dr Abdi’s insipring story at www.dhaf.org, then
come and enjoy music from Africa while raising funds for
those who need it most.
N’Nato Camara will also offer a dance workshop midday from 11am-12:30pm. See ad, page 8.
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Gerrymandering the Saanich–Gulf Islands riding
Handed out at the Saanich Fair, the Conservatives’
‘Coastlines’ newsletter comes up with a surprising new
idea—changing the boundaries of Saanich–Gulf Islands to
ensure a Conservative win in the next federal election.
In his ‘Campaign Corner’, Election Readiness
Chairperson Bruce Hallsor says that ‘as long as May is able
to garner 47% of the vote, we are unlikely to beat her.’
However he states that: ‘Southern Vancouver Island will

receive at least one additional seat as a result of
redistribution … In order to create the extra seat,
Saanich–Gulf Islands can expect to shrink by losing the
area south of MacKenzie Avenue, by losing the Gulf
Islands, by losing Gordon Head, or by some combination
of these three areas.’
This, he says, will increase Conservative chances in the
next federal election. 0

Photo: Peggy Zimmerman

Last Ditch For Courtenay Dyke
~ Mike Bell
Every Friday from 3:30-5pm, Sierra Club members and
friends are out next to the Rexall parking lot in Courtenay,
just off the 17 Street Bridge, waving ‘Buy No Gas On The
Dyke’ signs.
Some people ask why we are doing this. The Gas-N-Go
station is being built and will likely be complete by
Christmas. ‘Give up,’ they say. ‘It’s a done deal.’ But it is not
done.
The site is in a highly sensitive eco-neighbourhood. The
neighbours are resident eagles, trumpeter swans, 70,000
migrating birds that stop each year, several species of
spawning salmon and other fish that pass by less than 60
meters away. They are all at risk.
The ground beneath the site is unstable. The building is
on a floodplain and earthquake zone. The fields
surrounding the road are subject to floods that will
undoubtedly become worse with global warming. The 1943
Courtenay Earthquake split sections of the Dyke Road and
liquefied some areas in the surrounding fields.
There are concerns about spillage and accidents,
especially from tanker trucks making left hand turns in and
out of the site through long lines of traffic. We all remember
the Malahat tanker truck spill that wiped out the chum
salmon run, perhaps permanently. Given the proximity to
the estuary and the heavy traffic, the same thing could
happen here.
There is no local capacity to handle a major spill. The
damage can occur in minutes; the cleanup can take weeks
and months. The more fill-ups, the greater the risks; the
fewer fill-ups, the fewer the risks.
That is why we are having a campaign urging people not
to patronize Gas-N-Go.

2nd Galiano Picnic, Zucchini Races
~ Alison Colwell
On Sunday, September 25, the Galiano community
celebrated the end of summer and the bounty of the harvest
with the 2nd Annual Community Potluck Picnic.
Over 140 people attended this fun event that was
organized by more than 15 island organizations. There was
live music, a pie baking contest, corn on the cob, homemade
ice-cream, amazing potluck dishes and lots of good
conversation.
The show was stolen by Galiano’s first Zucchini Races!
Twenty zucchinis competed in four categories and you only
had to look at the kids’ faces to know that the pressure was
intense (see front page photo).
The crowd gathered at the side of the track, the races
were brilliantly emceed by Captain Thomas, and there were
cheers at the winners, groans at those zucchinis that split
apart halfway down the incline. It was so much fun, the kids
(and adults) are already planning next year’s models.

Chicken Affordable Housing
The chicken tractor pictured here was built by Michael
Hogan and raffled off at the SSI Mobile Abattoir booth at
Salt Spring’s 115th Fall Fair this year.
Congratulations to Terry Nelson for winning it!

Photo: Julie Mills

Photo: Tim Marchant

The popular Zucchini Races at the Salt Spring Island Fall Fair—a great answer to the question: what else
can we do with thIs multitudinous green squash?
Safer Walking on Salt Spring
Salt Spring Island pedestrians have a new pathway for
getting between Moby’s and Churchill Road. The most
recent path constructed by Partners Creating Pathways is a
welcome addition to the Ganges Pathway Network.
The Partners Creating Pathways (PCP) volunteers have
been amazed by the number of pedestrians using this
section of road. ‘We are so pleased by how many people use
these pathways, that’s why we want a lot more,’ PCP
Committee Chair Jean Gelwicks told Island Tides. In the
past, walkers had to hug the side of the road to remain safe.
PCP had hoped to construct more than one pathway this
year but did not raise enough money. However, permits are
already in place and the plans ready for next year’s project,
the proposed pathway on Lower Ganges Road from Sharpe
to Booth Canal Road.
PCP is a partnership between Island Pathways, the CRD,
the SSI Transportation Commission, PARC and the SSI
Trail and Nature Club. Once the SSI Transportation
Commission endorses a Pathways project proposal, the
CRD plays a vital and multi-faceted role which includes
evaluating and approving the engineering design; applying
to MTI for a permit to build the pathway on MTI right-ofway; calling for offers from qualified contractors; selecting
and negotiating a contract with the successful bidder;
handling all budgetary matters; and not least of all,
assuming liability for the finished pathway and maintaining
it in the months and years to come.
Partners Creating Pathways wants to thank this year’s
funders: The Transportation Commission, Salt Spring
Island Foundation, VanCity, TD Bank (Friends of the
Environment Fund), Victoria Foundation, SSI Parks and

Photos: Jean Gelwicks

GANGES PATHWAY BEFORE…

…AND NOW!
Recreation Commission. In addition, Patrick Akerman
donated gravel to the project, Windsor Plywood supplied
culverts at cost and EarthHeart Productions did a first class
job.
Partners Creating Pathways’s role is to do the title
searches, surveys, design plans, talk with stakeholders and
neighbouring property owners, prepare the site, raise funds,
provide volunteer project managers, landscape, and write
the final reports. To help, please contact Jean Gelwicks at
250-537-4859. 0
www.islandtides.com
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From Island Tides’ Bookshelf
‘Flights of Imagination, extraordinary Writing about birds’

T

ake flight with extraordinary biologists, ornithologists,
and writers around the world as they bring you up
close and personal to a diversity of amazing birds.
Editor Richard Cannings has brought together this
assembly of articles from international writers in a magical
journey with these winged creatures. In this 2010 edition
from Greystone Books, the reader will learn about
fascinating nesting habits, migrations, and mating rituals.
Then comes the sad tale that describes their dwindling
numbers, becoming ever more scarce as humans continue to
develop land, wiping out their habitats.
Cannings, Canada’s foremost birder and natural historian,
has chosen to separate his short collection into sections:
Beginnings, Watching Birds, Cycles in the Air and The End of
Birds. One learns with trepidation that ‘grassland birds are
declining faster than the birds associated with any other

habitat in North America.’
The journey begins in New Zealand, where Steve Braunias’
birdwatching brings intense happiness, revealing ‘the
pleasures that are right in front of us, that tell almost a
secret history of the place, that maybe even reveal an
emotional truth about the place.’
Each short story is uplifting, such as Susan Cerulean’s
tale about Florida’s swallow-tailed kites. She admonishes
that truth has been sacrificed as well as species, individual
lives, and voices. Her ‘Call and Response’ struck every chord
in my being, as she called out, ‘Those of us who can raise our
heads above denial, and the diversions of the popular culture
and our own hopelessness, need to use every variation on
voice we have at our disposal to bring the rest of us along.’
Jim Miller tells of the more than 40 dams which were built
on the Platt River Basin, where three species of sandhill cranes

and numerous other wetland birds such as snow geese come
to fatten up on their 6,000-mile (10,000-km) flight each year.
But these ‘opportunistic’ birds have adapted their diets to feed
on waste crops, rather than their traditional meals found in
the marshes and wet meadows that have been drained for
agriculture.
Barbara Kingsolver seeks out the rare Macaw in Costa
Rica’s Corcovada National Park, after seeing school children
paint its colourful image on their school’s stucco wall. I soar
with joy as she cranes her head to watch mating pairs
swooping from tree to tree, in ‘Seeing Scarlet.’ There is yet no
End of Birds, and if Canning’s collection can get into as many
hands as possible, there may yet be ‘a show of pure defiant
survival: this audacious thing with feathers, this hope.’ 0
Flights of Imagination: Extraordinary Writing About Birds,
editor Richard Cannings, Greystone Books, $22.95.

Decision time for Brooks Point ~ Paul Petrie

O

n October 19, the CRD Regional Parks Committee
will meet to consider the staff report on the
possiblity of subdivision of the Brooks Point Phase
III acquisition.
Pender Islands Conservancy Association’s fundraising
drive passed the $125,000 mark on September 28. (The
September 10 gala dinner and auction sold out and the
auction brought another $11,500 to the campaign.) ‘We
hope to reach $130,000 by October 11,’ PICA’s fundraising
chair Monica Petrie reports.
PICA has also applied to Mountain Equipment Co-op for
a $25,000 Community Support Grant. ‘MEC donated
$35,000 toward the purchase of the the Phase I of Brooks
Point in 1999 and we are hopeful that they will come
through for us in support of Phase III,’ she says.
PICA’s submission to the CRD makes a strong case for
rejecting the subdivision option and keeping the new
acquisition in its entirety. It points out that the Pender
community and their conservation partners, including the

ripe to split open and spill their layered seeds into the grass
below, ensuring a recurrence in spring of the most dramatic
Nature Conservancy of Canada, The Land Conservancy of show of chocolate lily blooms anywhere in the Gulf Islands.
Go take a look and get up close to a miracle of nature.
BC, MEC and the Brooks family, contributed $640,000
Over millions of years, a myriad of plant species
toward the acquisition of Brooks Point Phases I
evolved a myriad of methods to disperse their
and II in 1999 and 2000.
‘…the most
seeds. Some prospered, others disappeared.
If the community and its conservation
dramatic
show
Eventually humans made their entry onto
partners contribute $150,000 toward Phase III,
the
grand stage, and in time the Coast Salish
of
blooms
the total community contribution of $790,000
people
appeared on the islands. They
will be 28.5% of the total cost of $2,770,000 for
anywhere…’
appreciated
the chocolate lilies for their
all three phases. This exceeds the 27% community
nutritious
qualities,
cooking the bulbs and
share for all CRD land acquisitions between 2000 and
trading
them
with
other
indigenous
groups. Time passed
2010. This fact, coupled with the importance of maintaining
and
a
different
group
of
humans
arrived,
bringing from their
the ecological integrity of the area, provides a compelling
homelands
plants
that
thrived
and
spread
and eventually
reason not to subdivide the Phase III acquisition.
drove
many
native
plant
species
to
extinction
or near
What Are We Protecting?
extinction by overtaking their natural habitats. Alien
~ David Greer
invasive species such as Canada thistle, gorse and broom
The chocolate lily seedpods at Brooks and Gowlland Points continue to spread wildly and threaten the future of native
on South Pender Island may not be flashy, but are a plant species such as the chocolate lily.
spectacular sight in fall. The hundreds of chocolate lily
The chocolate lilies at Brooks and Gowlland Points are
blooms that nodded in spring particularly vulnerable to competition from alien invasive
breezes have faded away, to species, as anyone can appreciate who has ever passed the
be replaced by their brittle dense gorsefields of Craddock Road, the broom lining
seedpods. They matured Gowlland Point Road, and the ubiquitous thistle.
slowly through summer,
To find out more or donate, please contact PICA, Box 52,
waiting until the time was Pender Island, V0N 2M0, or pica@gulfislands.com. 0

Photo: David Greer

Chocolate lily seedpods.
www.islandtides.com

Jobs, jobs jobs!
T

oday, the politicians’ code word is ‘jobs’. It’s all they
talk about. One cannot deny the word’s political
impact, particularly if one is unemployed or
underemployed, or looking with trepidation towards an
uncertain future.
To most individuals, it means finding an employer who
will pay decent wages for full-time work with regular hours.
For corporations, it means finding employees who will carry
out specific duties accurately, reliably and cheaply.
It’s a great political word. It means what listeners want
it to mean: to individuals, the promise of sufficient money
to support a family; for corporations, the promise of profits
from the work done.
Both governments and investors claim to create jobs, and
both take credit for what they did. And it is difficult, if not
impossible, to confirm that jobs were actually created: what
jobs, for whom, and where? It’s easy for them to make
promises, and hard to hold them to account.
Our governments now insist that it’s the private sector

Using Multipliers To Inflate Job
Figures
Job figures that are often as inflated as possible, in the
expectation that nobody will ever be able to confirm the
actual truth. It is usual, therefore, to use ‘multipliers’
which relating ‘indirect’ and ‘induced’ jobs to the ‘direct’
figures. Here the statistics become distinctly fuzzy.
The multiplier relating indirect to direct jobs obviously
varies depending upon the type of project—there can be
big variations in labour intensity, from projects and
programs that are almost completely composed of
personal services to capital-intensive developments with
a relatively small direct labour component. Statisticians
forced to generalize about this relationship (for example,
justifying stimulus programs during recessions) tend to
come up with an average indirect jobs number of a little
over 50% of the direct jobs number.
Statisticians don’t like doing this, of course, and who
can blame them? It’s even worse when it comes to
relating the induced jobs number to the total of the direct
and indirect jobs. The multiplier for this tends to be in the
56% range, but there is no real justification for this, except
that it is the difference between the national total of direct
and indirect jobs, and the total number of people who,
nationally, appear to be employed.
To clarify the calculation for the politician or CEO who
wants to be able to quote an optimistic figure, it looks like
this: Total jobs = [(direct jobs x 1.50) x 1.56)].
So for every direct job, a total of 2.34 jobs will be
created, or at least might be claimed, as a rule of thumb.
(There are many different thumbs.) And we haven’t
considered the quality of jobs, their working conditions,
or where they occur—free trade agreements, anyone?

Special report by
Patrick Brown

that must create the jobs, and the role of government is to
encourage and maybe subsidize the employer. But it’s
governments themselves that face the greatest demand for
their goods and services, and are in the position to most
quickly create new employment. Governments could take
advantage of the current economic uncertainty to resume
their vital role in ensuring citizens’ security and quality of
life.

Who Provides The ‘Cheapest’ Jobs
Most of the argument around how jobs are created revolves
around the relative roles of government and private
enterprise, arguing over who should get the money that the
government has taxed, borrowed, or created in order to
stimulate employment. Conservative economic doctrine
(also adopted by the BCLiberals) says that jobs are best
created by the private sector, not the government.
However, figures from Canada’s federal Finance
Department, published in the government’s ‘Economic
Action Plan’, don’t necessarily support this theory. They
compare the relative impacts of government stimulus
money fed into the national economy in various ways,
assuming the national average of 11,032 jobs per billion
dollars of GDP.
1. Direct employment support to the unemployed and
low-income: this isn’t really employment (but it could be),
and it doesn’t carry with it any indirect jobs, but it does
assume that virtually all the money is spent by the
unemployed and low-income to meet their immediate
needs, thus creating a full ration of induced jobs. As a base
case, this costs about $53,000 per job created.
2. Direct government expenditure on infrastructure or
housing: this creates both direct and indirect jobs, but a
significant amount of the funds go to non-job costs—raw
materials, contractor profits, etc. However, there are
substantial numbers of induced jobs resulting from the
employed spending their wages. The resultant cost is about
$56,000 per job created.
3. Personal income tax reductions: this would direct
government stimulus funds to increase the income of
individuals who are not poor or unemployed (they have
sufficient income to pay taxes and take advantage of the
deductions offered). Thus it cannot be assumed that all the
money they receive is spent to create induced employment;
in fact, indications are that much of it is used to pay off debt.
The resultant cost is about $90,000 per new
job created.
4. Corporate income tax reductions: Statistics Canada’s
current indications are that corporations are choosing to use
additional revenue from tax savings to increase corporate
cash reserves and profit distributions rather than to
undertake new enterprises and hire additional employees.
Because of this, and because of corporate overheads,
the resultant cost of each new job created is
about $300,000.

Water Storage for Rainwater &
Well Water Systems
barrplastics.com
1-800-665-4499
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Accredited
Rainwater Systems
Professionals!

COMPLETE LINE OF RAINWATER FILTERS, PUMPS & ACCESSORIES

BARR Plastics – The Best Prices & Supply for Water Tanks

Photo: Sonja Zupanec

Island Tides’ roving frog reporter checks the view from
a zinnia. Where will he hop up next?

Government Can Create Jobs
Although these figures are subject to doubts arising from
the inherent unreliability of job statistics, clearly 4. is an
inefficient and expensive way of creating jobs. After all, the
overriding corporate objective is increased productivity,
which means minimizing the number of jobs.
There is a striking difference between the cost of jobs
created directly to meet government objectives, and jobs
created to meet the profitability objectives of corporations,
both financed with public funds. So public sector jobs may
cost as little as one-sixth as much as private sector jobs.
(This calls into question the US Republican Party call for ‘no
tax increases for the job-creators’. Tax increases could give
government the financial means to quickly and efficiently
create jobs.)
Given current unemployment levels, and today’s
demand for additional infrastructure, low-cost housing, and
government services, the arguments favour direct
expenditure by government rather than directing jobcreation money through corporations. Austerity, together
with tax reduction, presently promoted by conservative
governments, is wrong-headed; to create employment,
government should expand its direct role in the provision
of social, educational, environmental, health, and cultural
goods and services.
These jobs would serve the many human needs which
appear unprofitable to the private sector.
The opportunity is now. 0

Jobs: Direct, Indirect & Induced…
It’s difficult to get a handle on a jobs shortage—where, why, and how much. But if a
politician or an entrepreneur is going to take credit for creating jobs, it’s hard to avoid
quoting figures. The temptation is to be ambiguous, if not downright misleading, and
media reports and press releases have imposed no discipline; to be blunt, you can’t trust
anything you read.
First of all, a ‘job’ should be defined as one person-year (PY) of full time equivalent
(FTE) employment. This may sound elementary, but it is amazing how many statistics
include part-time jobs.
Second, any estimates (or promises) should clearly state what period of time they
cover. This is particularly critical in BC, where resource development projects typically
employ large numbers of people for a short construction phase, followed by very much
smaller numbers of employees for a longer period of operations. Adding these apples
and oranges together can produce any statistic you want.
Third, what are you going to include? For any project or program, ‘direct jobs’ are
obviously those which represent employees of the enterprise proposed; reasonably
accurate estimates should be developed during costing. ‘Indirect jobs’ are those which
are involved in producing the materials and equipment used by the ‘direct’ employees.
These are much harder to estimate, since they occur in many different organizations and
places. Finally, ‘induced jobs’ are employment that results from the direct and indirect
employees spending their wages to buy food, clothing, and other personal and family
needs. These jobs are almost impossible to identify or count. (BC Premier Christy Clark
has given up trying to quote figures, which may mean that she knows they can’t be
trusted.)
Clearly, a job is created when it wasn’t there before. Not so clearly, in the US definition
of stimulus, a job is created when it was there before, but otherwise would have been
discontinued.
www.islandtides.com
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Ferries President Hahn retiring

D

avid Hahn, President and CEO of BC Ferries
Services Inc (BCFS) since it was established as a
provincially-owned private corporation in 2003,
will retire at the end of December.
His departure will come just before the presentation of a
report to BC’s Minister of Infrastructure Blair Lekstrom on
the operation, financing and organization of the ferry service
by Ferry Commissioner Gordon Macatee.
Over the past eight years, the ‘privatized’ corporation has
carried out significant capital renewal, including new ships,
refits, and terminal improvements. However, the
corporation has also accumulated over a billion dollars in
debt (up to the limit set by its bondholders). Ferry traffic is
continuing to dwindle (vehicle traffic is at an 11-year low)
leading to a loss of some $20 million this year, as estimated
by Hahn. He blames the traffic reductions on everything but
increasing fares.

Photo: Derek Holzapfel

At the same time as Hahn announced his retirement, he
also proposed a package of cost-saving measures, including
his own resignation (with a salary saving of over $1 million
per year) and the cancellation of some 400 main route
round trips annually. This latter idea is left for Minister
Lekstrom’s decision.
Leaving 15 months before his originally planned
retirement date, Hahn insists that his retirement is
voluntary; he will not receive any severance pay. But he will
receive his somewhat enhanced pension which would have
been over $300,000 per year had he stayed on; the actual
figure will be less, but it has not been announced. (He will,
of course, be receiving his pension for fifteen months
longer.)
BCFS’ Board of Directors have announced that they will
name a new president in November, at a salary more in line
with the CEOs of BC’s Crown Corporations, much less than

Time of use billing on the way? Commentary by Patrick Brown
BCHydro has denied that the universal installation of smart
meters throughout BC will be accompanied by compulsory
time-of-use (TOU) billing for electricity. However, BCHydro
has suggested that there may be a number of customers who
may be interested in voluntarily implementing TOU
payments for power, and in that case, of course, the smart
meters would be necessary.
Meanwhile BCHydro justifies the cost of smart meter
installations purely through efficiencies in the grid
supplying BC residents, businesses, and industries, and by
detecting and eliminating electricity theft (mainly supplying
marijuana grow-ops).
However, since simple grid optimization could be largely
accomplished through use of smart meters located at key
points on the grid (not necessarily at every customer
location) and since grow-ops can be expected to make

connections to the grid in ways that avoid meters of any sort,
it seems possible that these justifications are a smoke screen
for the real reasons for smart meter installation.
Therefore, as BCHydro has not yet announced those
‘voluntary’ TOU rates mention above, it would be of interest
to BCHydro customers to know what TOU rates are in
Ontario where smart meters have been installed.

Tiered Prices In Both Provinces
Currently, the Ontario Energy Board has two sets of
regulated prices, TOU prices and a tiered price (like BC).
The Ontario tiered prices for residential customers are
6.8¢/kWh below the threshold and 7.9¢/kWh above the
threshold; the threshold is 600kWh per month in summer
(May 1–Oct 31) and 1,000kWh per month in winter
(Nov 1–Apr 30). This compares with BC’s current prices of
6.67¢/kWh below the threshold and 9.62¢/kWh above the

Hahn has been receiving. This would mean that other
executives might be receiving more than the new CEO, so
there may be further resignations.

Ferry Commissioner’s Review
Commissioner Macatee has just completed a series of public
meetings in coastal communities served by BCFS. His terms
of reference cover virtually all aspects of the ferry service
structure as set up by Premier Campbell in 2003. In
addition to increasing fares, ferry users have complained
that Hahn has attempted to turn the ferry service into a
cruise line, when all they wanted was a marine version of
BC’s highway system.
It seems likely that Macatee’s January report will reflect
this public input, but the focus will probably be on the
restructuring of a financial and business model which was
always fated to run up against a wall. 0

Ontario’s TOU Rates & Times
Off-peak = 5.9¢/kWh
7pm-7am, all day weekends & statutory holidays
Mid-peak = 8.9¢/kWh
Summer: 7am-11am and 5pm-7pm
Winter: 11am-5pm
On-peak = 10.7¢/kWh
Summer: 11am-5pm and 7am-11am
Winter: 5pm-7pm
The dates for Ontario’s TOU are the same as for the tiered
rates (see below), summer from May 1 to October 31, and
winter from November 1 to April 30.

threshold. BC’s year-round threshold is 1,350kWh for a twomonth period. BCHydro has also applied for substantial rate
increases over the next few years. 0

Melaque… by crackey
Fantastic beaches!
Deep-sea fishing hot spot!
Wonderful sailing!
great golf!

TOP

5
TODO

Melaque is a small, quiet, peaceful, agricultural and fishing town with
a fantastic tropical climate—represents the ‘real Mexico’ at its best!
A great opportunity to own your own piece of paradise in a snowbird’s tropical
destination of choice, only 25-minutes from Manzanillo International Airport.
A 32,291 sq-ft property: very quiet area, borders mango/palm orchard,
10min walk to beach. Fully serviced: water, sewer & electricity curbside,
plus its own private well! A short 10-minute walk to beautiful, calm beach.
•
•
•
•
•

Clear title (i.e.your name is on the legal deed)
Easily subdividable into 3 huge or 10 regular lots
Will sell as entire block or separately as single lots
Ridiculously low property taxes—only $250 per year for entire city block!
Very low—extremely low—construction costs

Dream up your individual or group concept (villa with swimming pool/palapa,
private trailer park, condo/apartment, market garden) and we’ll help you get
started. 1 person, or even 5 or 10 partners—whatever works best for you!
currently listed with realtor for $220k… motivated seller offers
20% private sale discount to fellow canucks

a real bargain at $176k!!
For more information, email espiritulibre99@gmail.com
www.islandtides.com

OCTOBER
1. Costume-making
for Hallowe’en
2. Picking apples &
making pie
3. Raking & playing
with leaves—if you
have any
4. Batten down the
hatches
5. Thanksgiving Dinner
with family & friends
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More opportunities to talk about BC Ferries in your community:

Campbell River-Quadra-Cortes

Denman-Hornby

Ferry Advisory Committee Meeting

Ferry Advisory Committee Meeting

Tuesday, October 18, 2011
10:45 a.m. – 1 p.m.
Heriot Bay Inn
Quadra Island, BC

Friday, October 21, 2011
10:30 a.m. – 1:15 p.m.
Denman Seniors Hall
1111 Northwest Road
Denman Island, BC

Members of the public are welcome to attend the meeting. If you have any
questions or concerns you wish to raise with the committee or with BC
Ferries, please contact the chair of the Ferry Advisory Committee
in advance of the meeting.
Minutes of committee meetings are available on BC Ferries’ website:
www.bcferries.com.
For more information please contact:

Members of the public are welcome to attend the meeting. If you have any
questions or concerns you wish to raise with the committee or with BC
Ferries, please contact the chair of the Ferry Advisory Committee
in advance of the meeting.
Minutes of committee meetings are available on BC Ferries’ website:
www.bcferries.com.
For more information please contact:

Paul Ryan, Chair
Campbell River-Quadra-Cortes Ferry Advisory Committee
Phone (250) 285-3896

Tony Law, Chair
Denman-Hornby Ferry Advisory Committee
Phone (250) 335-1155

Darin Guenette, Public Affairs Manager
BC Ferries
1-877-978-2385 or darin.guenette@bcferries.com

Darin Guenette, Public Affairs Manager
BC Ferries
1-877-978-2385 or darin.guenette@bcferries.com

Southern Gulf Islands

Salt Spring Island

Ferry Advisory Committee Meeting

Ferry Advisory Committee Meeting

Monday, October 24, 2011
9:30 a.m. – 1 p.m.
Mary Winspear Community Cultural Centre
2243 Beacon Avenue
Sidney, BC

Monday, October 24, 2011
5 p.m. – 8:30 p.m.
Lions Centre
103 Bonnet Avenue
Salt Spring Island , BC

Members of the public are welcome to attend the meeting. If you have any
questions or concerns you wish to raise with the committee or with BC
Ferries, please contact the chair of the Ferry Advisory Committee

Members of the public are welcome to attend the meeting. If you have any
questions or concerns you wish to raise with the committee or with BC
Ferries, please contact the chair of the Ferry Advisory Committee

in advance of the meeting.

in advance of the meeting.

Minutes of committee meetings are available on BC Ferries’ website:
www.bcferries.com.

Minutes of committee meetings are available on BC Ferries’ website:
www.bcferries.com.

For more information please contact:

For more information please contact:

Brian Hollingshead, Chair
Southern Gulf Islands Ferry Advisory Committee
Phone (604) 421-5804

Harold Swierenga, Chair
Salt Spring Island Ferry Advisory Committee
Phone (250) 653-4950

Darin Guenette, Public Affairs Manager
BC Ferries
1-877-978-2385 or darin.guenette@bcferries.com

Darin Guenette, Public Affairs Manager
BC Ferries
1-877-978-2385 or darin.guenette@bcferries.com

www.islandtides.com
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Butler Gravel &
Concrete…Better

The ‘bioneering’ spirit

—

Sara MILeS

from the ground up!

Reliable Service, Quality Products
& Competitive Prices
Serving All The Gulf Islands

Phone 250-652-4484
Fax 250-652-4486
6700 Butler Crescent, Saanichton, B.C.
LAND ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION
TO APPLY FOR A
DISPOSITION OF
CROWN LAND
Take notice that Drora
Aronowicz of Vancouver, BC,
intends to make application to
Ministry of Forests, Lands
and
Natural
Resource
Operations (MFLNRO), West
Coast Service Centre for a
Speciﬁc Permission for Private
Moorage situated on Provincial
Crown land located in the
vicinity of Stanley Point,
North Pender Island.
The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is File # 1413656
Written comments concerning
this application should be
directed to the Section Head,
Ministry of Natural Resource
Operations at 142 - 2080
Labieux Rd, Nanaimo, BC, V9T
6J9,
or
emailed
to:
A u t h o r i z i n g A g e n c y.
N a n a i m o @ g o v. b c . c a .
Comments will be received by
MFLNRO until November 2,
2011. MFLNRO may not be able
to consider comments received
after this date. Please visit our
website: www.arfd.bc.ca/
ApplicationPosting/index.jsp for
more information.
Be advised that any response to
this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information, contact
the Freedom of Information
Advisor.
AdvertisementMap

ApplicationArea
FrontingLot27,Plan27219

Stanley
Point

NW¼
Sec23

Davidson
Bay
PenderIsland

GrimmerBay

20
years ago in
October 10, 1991
Gabriola Island
Islands Trust Council
thanks the BC Ferry
Corporation for hearing
their concerns and not
proceeding with a
proposal to build a major
ferry terminal on Gabriola.

Are YOU
Ready?
‘26–Week
emergency kit’
Week:

∑

Stock your kit with at least
a three-day supply of water
for every family member,
including pets. Plan for
four litres per person per
day. You might consider
stocking water purification
tablets, too.

Photo: Jan Mangan

Jane Goodall spoke at the Bioneers 2010 Conference. Among this year’s stellar line-up are author and activist Gloria Steinem, and mycologist
Paul Stamets. Jan Mangan always takes great shots of the Conference. She also provided Island Tides with the fun apple and people photos you
saw in the Apple Festival article last edition—thanks Jan!

I

f you were at the intersection of cutting edge Who knew it would be more successful than the other two
developments related to food and farming, the methods used in the trial? Bioneers is bringing these successes
environment and social justice, what would you see? into our consciousness.
Surely, the ‘2011 Bioneers Conference’ in San Rafael on
Bioneers will honour the ‘Centre for Food Safety’ at a
October 14-16.
banquet this year for their work to fight genetically engineered
However, we cannot all get to California, so Island Tides foods. This legal activist group successfully took Monsanto to
got the goods from Bioneers’ Food and Farming Director Arty court some months ago over a release of GMO alfalfa that
Mangan before he headed south from his Salt Spring home.
lacked an environmental impact statement (EIS). ‘It was a
The 22nd Annual Bioneers Conference theme is short-lived victory though,’ Arty said. The Secretary of
‘Breakdown to Breakthrough: Reimagining Civilization in the Agriculture issued the EIS a few weeks later and then
Age of Nature, Breakthrough Solutions for People
Monsanto released their first GMO perennial. ‘This
‘If a system is is a big deal for organic agriculture,’ he empasized.
and Planet’. Topics vary widely and include
ecological design and medicine, indigenous not sustainable, ‘It will be very difficult for organic dairy to try to
knowledge, food and farming, restoring then by definition maintain their integrity.’ Again, Bioneers is shining
ecosystems, and women’s and youth leadership.
a spotlight on work that is important to our own
it will fail.’
Arty explained to Island Tides that the word
health and that of our ecosystems.
‘bioneer’ came from a combination of ‘biological’ and
This work is done with a positive tone and the focus is on
‘pioneers’— people who are searching for biological answers solutions. ‘There’s plenty to complain about, but really the
to the problems facing humanity, using the wisdom of nature. work now is how do we engage in healing and redesign of new
Bioneers’ work as a nonprofit focuses on education and systems that will take us into the future,’ said Arty. ‘We benefit
communication. Their work is inspiring many to organize at from some of the greatest affluence ever known, but at what
the grassroots level and push for change on a wider scale.
cost?’ he said, referring to the industrial density around the
Arty recounted a defining moment of the seed exchange world.
that he coordinates through Bioneers. Recently, a group from
Reflecting on the wisdom of nature, Arty recommends
Guatemala started the first seed exchange in their area in their letting some of our systems die, rather than trying to patch
lifetime. Seed exchange was a traditional part of their culture, them up. They are not unlike the lifecycle of a forest. ‘When a
but the tradition had been broken. The group brought home tree falls and decays, it creates fertility and lets sunlight in,’
amaranth seeds, which originally came from the southern he said.
hemisphere. Their elders were brought to tears when they saw
If a system is not sustainable, then by definition it will fail.
the seeds; it was as if a long-lost relative had finally come As many of our unsustainable systems come to the end of their
home.
lives, we must prepare to let them die. Bioneers is highlighting
Bioneers also advocate solutions. ‘They’re out there,’ Arty the new (and newfound) systems with which we might build
said. ‘They’re not getting the attention, the research, the our future. To experience the conference’s plenary
funding.’ For example, mycologist Paul Stamets successfully presentations and other exclusive programming online, go to
used fungi to break down an oil spill in San Francisco Bay. www.bioneers.org and type ‘webcasts’ in the search box. 0

DAWN from SALT SPRING’S MOUNT BELCHER • MARTIN BLAKESLEY
www.islandtides.com
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Meeting starts process for
Hooson Road road change
Christa Grace-Warrick

A

n overlooked protocol and road work without a
permit have halted the realigning of North Pender’s
heritage Hooson Road.
The issue was a major item on the agenda for the
September 22 Local Trust Committee meeting. Hooson
Road residents; people living on other heritage roads, who
fear they may also find their own beloved roads changed
without notice; and other residents of North Pender
attended. Trustee Gary Steeves confirmed that a change to
a Heritage Road affected all Pender Islanders.
When asking about the missing consultation process
(between Islands Trust and Ministry of Transportation &
Infrastructure), puzzled attendees were surprised to hear
that this meeting was now the consultation process. Both
Ministry and Islands Trust staff quickly accepted that more
was required and later in the meeting an extensive
consultation plan was mapped out.
Trustee Gary Steeves quoted chapter and verse about the
Heritage Road consultation protocol, in effect since 1992,
and raked MTI representative Ryan Evanoff over the coals
for having omitted to notify the LTC of a potential road
realignment. Evanoff apologized that ‘identifying Hooson
Road as Heritage fell through the cracks’ and urged the
meeting to move on to next steps.
Trustee Derek Masselink emphasized that an apology
and restitution were needed.
The road realignment was a condition of the MTI
approval of a new four-lot subdivision. The entry driveway
to the subdivision is laid out to ‘T’ into Hooson Road at a
blind ‘S’ bend, requiring a high bank to be removed to
comply with MTI’s sightlines for an intersection. The new
driveway follows the path of an old, narrower driveway.
Several people questioned the width and scale of the
driveway (see photo) which has been constructed over the
last few months. Evanoff said that the wide driveway was
not a requirement of MTI. (In our last edition, Island Tides
implied that this driveway might be taken over by MTI as a
road. According to Evanoff, there is no plan for this; it is
merely a subdivision driveway accessing four lots.)

Enlarged private driveway joins Hooson Road at a blind corner.
The positioning of the driveway in respect to the
Agricultural Land Reserve portion of the parcel was
questioned. However, it appears that the property boundary
and the ALR boundary are not the same. In any case,
Evanoff stated that it was not an infringement of the
Agricultural Land Comission regulations as the use had not
changed—it was still a driveway.
Many creative alternatives and considerations were put
forward in the lengthy discussion such as: mirrors for
visibility; speed limits; not increasing the actual road width
and using the bank removal as a grassy verge; having the
developer restore the Heritage Road ambiance; checking
the trees on top of the scraped bank for blow-down hazard;
and having Hooson Road, damaged during heavy driveway
construction, resurfaced at the developer’s expense. Trustee
Steeves said there was to be no blasting; if rock removal was
needed it should be accomplished by a different method.
The meeting also brought out wider issues. It was
suggested that there be restrictions on the width of

Photo: Christa Grace-Warrick

driveways in a subdivision. Trustee Steeves said that if the
Islands Trust was the approving agency for subdivisions,
this situation would not have arisen. MTI’s role as
approving agency is a hold-over from many years ago so
that driveways were put in correctly. But MTI does not take
other considerations into account—hence the protocol with
the Islands Trust.
It was suggested that the protocol be reviewed and also
that the Islands Trust negotiate to take over subdivision
approvals. Evanoff, who is Development Approvals
Technician, indicated that there were ‘new ideas’ in his
district at MTI and dialogue would be possible.
Besides starting on the road realigning without a permit,
the developer’s agents were criticized for scooping water out
of covenanted ponds on the subdivision to use for damping
down the driveway during construction.
The Islands Trust is planning a public workshop for
input into what happens next on Hooson Road. The
meeting will be advertised. 0
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Round & Traditional Pre-crafted Home Packages

Visit an Island Show Home!

mandalaHOMES
EnerGuide Assessed
Join us: www.facebook.com/mandalahomes

www.mandalahomes.com

SAME VIEW, DIFFERENT DAWN • CARRIE KNICKERBOCKER
www.islandtides.com

Lost Dog
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Saturna Notes
T
hat was one heck of a rainstorm! Sometimes the
arrival time of a weather system shifts on
Environment Canada’s seven-day forecast, but for
this storm it stayed steady.
Warburton Pike, the highest peak in the Outer Gulf
Islands was an experience: howling wind, thrashing trees,
sideways rain and clouded in. Zero visibility. I was thinking,
‘Whoa, ten more months of this? Yikes!’
Watering the garden is no longer an issue and everyone
has experienced the definitive roof leakage test. Raincoats
and gumboots suddenly seem like just the item to have.
The wind bounced any ripe apples and pears into the
grass and they are now boxed and in the cooler with ‘Eat
First’ scrawled on the box. The sky is now so blue, dust is
washed off the remaining blackberries, damped down on
dirt roads, and rinsed off back windshields of Island cars.
And what about all that night time—there you are
reflected in the windows during dinner, stark dark by 8pm
and flashlights when you go out to dinner or to lock in the
chickens! I forget about night during our long summer days
with the lingering twilights and slow, soft dawns. Suddenly,
we are at the equinox losing three minutes of daylight every
day out of our 7am to about 7pm allotment—summer has
such great virtues!

Lola, Lost Dog
In the midst of all this engulfing climate uproar, one of
Haggis’ hounds was lost. When we viewed the seven-day
forecast, it was clear that Saturday was the day for walks and
outdoor activities and indeed it was a gem of a day.
As we walked along the 100-foot lower bench cliffs of
South Saturna—part of the Gulf Islands National Park
Reserve, Lola zoomed about off-leash and—‘poof’—was
gone, presumably with the intoxicating smell of the feral
goats in her nose.
After half a day and a night of ‘She’ll find her way home’,
we started to look with dedication. Whistling, calling into
the rain, roaring wind, and pounding surf, driven by the
southeast wind; the cliffs and my fears of crumpled dog at
the unreachable bottom of cliffs loomed larger. You get a
taste for hope on the edge of hopelessness when you are

K I T C H E N
R E C Y C L I N G

F O R

looking for someone or a dog in the huge outdoors. Did they
go here? Is this really the place we last saw her? What would
she likely do? Am I wasting everyone’s time? Where did I
falter and what string of mistakes led to this predicament?
This is a dog. What if it was my child? Could I keep it
together in the face of the very real possibility of death?
Our family and Islanders were the best—supportive and
eager to search. The Saturna Volunteer Fire Department’s
well-trained Rope Rescue team descended in the most likely
place—which was at best a guess—and found nothing. Brent
and Cassie were great with lots of lost dog stories, told
mostly reassuringly.
From them I learned important information. Most
Saturna rope rescues are conducted to save: first the owners
of the dogs that went over the cliff to save their dog, and then
the dog. Dogs do not have too much sense when they are
chasing something, and, while four legs are better than two
for getting back up, they can get stuck.
We are so used to the beauty of our sandstone cliffs and,
as they draw us to walk and stroll along, that the familiarity
leads to a softening of our cautions. But, once you are afraid
that someone is stuck or your dog has died, the cliffs, the
benches, and drop-offs can be seen for what they are—
mostly wonderful but with the potential for death.
One dog has fallen off a south Saturna cliff and one at
Cliffside, one of them dying shortly after. Campbells have
had sheep go over cliffs and get caught on little islands of
grass and the situation is far worse if a dog has been chasing
the livestock. The approximately 250 feral goats that live on
Saturna’s south and southwestern cliffs and benches do die
from falling and do get stuck and can’t get off.
The eagles and ravens have a strategy in late winter when
the new born goats are still tiny and following their mothers
on narrow, exposed trails. The birds repeatedly dive on
them, getting them to topple off, then feed on the bodies at
the bottom.
If dogs are just lost, they do not instinctively know how
to get home—or at least it can take them a long time. We
have had two instances—one seven days and one of five
days—of lost dogs who eventually got home. The world is

S C R A P S
B U S I N E S S E S

It’s time to put on
your thinking cap.
In order to meet our waste diversion goals, we’re planning
on diverting kitchen scraps produced by businesses
from Hartland landfill. So we want to work with you to
implement a material diversion program that fits. And we
need your thoughts on how best to do it. So please take
our online survey. Visit our open house. Respond to our
letter to businesses. Get involved and be part of the recipe
for a more sustainable region.

www.crd.bc.ca/kitchenscraps
www.islandtides.com

— PrISCILLa eWbaNk

LOLA
big to an animal that gets driven to various walks, they don’t
read signs, and if your island is like ours there are big ridges
Lola only
wasold
lostlogging
on theroads
afternoon
of Saturday,
that have
on them.
September
24 at
Campbell's
on theinfinitely
Park Cliff
,
Jen Nilsen, who
has
trained Saturna’s
certified
search andsouth
rescueofdog,
that dogs caught
the Kaptain,
house bytold
theme
ocean.
awaycould
from hearth
and home
dinner
will eat
She
be anywhere
onand
thetheir
island
andbowl
hopefully
deerjust
droppings
to
keep
themselves
fed—that
piece
trying to navigate home to Haggis Farm. of
information brought me a laugh and some comfort!
If you see Lola, please call 250 539 2592
Monday brought blue skies and no wind. The Saturna
orEducation
the General
Store
at enthusiastically
250 539 2936 offered
Ecological
Centre
class
to walk along Brown Ridge to Taylor Point with me and
Sam, our French wwoofer, to look for Lola. The kids brought
ten whistles and I brought two strings of big bells. My
strategy was: she is lost and trying to navigate home and our
din will alert her to us.
However, driving up the road with the kids in the SEEC
bus—suddenly, unbelievably—there she was! We grabbed
her up, giddy with relief, the kids clapped and drove away
to have their walk anyway. On the way back, we stopped at
the General Store to change the sign on the door from ‘Lost
Dog’ to ‘Found’ and added a great big heart-felt ‘thank you’
to all the community.
New regime for dog walks at our house—bell on the dog,
bigger leash, and strict training about coming when called
even if two deer and and two feral goats run by! 0

Thanks!
Marianne Scharping
for being a long-time Island Tides subscriber
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Islands’ Bulletin Board

GSA AuTo

RenTAlS
.com

Close to
Sidney & Victoria,
Ferries & Airport
Pick-ups arranged
Short & long Term
unlimited mileage
on the Islands
Seniors’ Specials

Book with the best!
Mention this ad for discount

250-655-5038
1-800-809-0788

FREE!

Scrap Car, Truck,
Bus & Equipment
REMOVAL
No Wheels?
No Problem!
Medium & large bins
for metal clean-up
also available
Gulf Islands • Victoria
Sooke • Sidney • Duncan

250-744-6842
250-732-4285

MARINE

HOMES

MOORINGS

•INSTALLED •SERVICED
•MAINTAINED

Chris West
Dive Services
250-888-7199
250-538-1667
cdwest@telus.net

250-388-2712
CUSTOM HOMES - RENOVATIONS - CABINS

LIGHTDANCE HOME DESIGN
250 537 0755
www.lightdancedesign.com

11% Grades at 30km/hr
Custom
Electrically-Assisted
Bikes & Trikes
Louis Vallee

250-539-5317

• CRD approved drinking water
• pool ﬁlling • dust control
• 3000 gallon tankers

WAHL MARINE LTD.
135 McGill Road
Salt Spring Island

30 years experience
dock building & repair
pile driving & drilling
aluminum gangways & ramps
wood piers & wood floats
crane barge service & towing
mooring systems & service

Gord Wahl 250-537-1886
cell 250-537-7804

250-474-7325
20+ years experience
Metal roofs & torch-on
Excellent references.
BBB, Licensed, Insured,
WCB, Visa, M/C.

Hy-Geo Consulting

www.soarecontracting.com

Dave’s Drilling
& Blasting

250.658.1701
www.hy-geo.com

Dave
250-537-7481
Callum 250-538-8640

Ltd.

250-381-2157
Cell 250-361-5028
Fax 250-383-2198

S tanding S eam
m etal R oofing

f oR W ateR
C olleCtion S yStemS
TORCH-ON MEMBRANE
SHAKE & SHINGLE
Serving the Gulf
Islands for 20 Years

1-800-746-7444
250-537-8456
www.drillwell.com
drill@drillwell.com

www.islandmarine.ca
Your Island ContraCtor for
QualItY HeatIng sYstems!
€ Heat Pumps (Air & Geo)
€ Radiant Floor Systems
€ Heat Recovery Ventilators
€ Sheet Metal & Ductwork
€ Refrigeration & A/C
€ Service & Repair
Call 250-653-9378 for appt.
www.outerlimitssheetmetal.ca
outerlimitssheetmetal@gmail.com

- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope
Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing
- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

An Island Family Business for 46
Years!

CALL FOR
ENTRIES
Exhibitor space available. 34th
Annual Creative Craft Fairs:
November 11 to 13, Victoria. One of
Victoria’s Largest Fairs. To exhibit
call 250-658-0971 or application
online www.creativecraftfairs.com.

Besley

Design & Build

Renovations & Additions
Foundations & Framing
Siding & Roofing
Finishing
Decks & Fences
Timberworks & Arbors
25 years experience
Licensed & Insured
Call Ron for free estimate
rbesley@shaw.ca • 250.537.8885

Stronger oversight for shale gas development, says Pembina Institute

T

wo new reports, released September 14 by the Pembina Institute,
call on the government of British Columbia to keep a closer eye on
the shale gas industry.
The reports found ensuring the sector does its fair share to reduce BC’s
greenhouse gas (GHG) pollution, and getting a better handle on the sector’s
demand for fresh water resources in northeast BC, should be top priorities
for the province.
The first report, ‘Risks to BC’s Climate Action Objectives’, concludes that
the anticipated development of shale gas reserves will make achieving BC’s
legislated climate change targets all but impossible without a significant
increase in government action.
Even with full implementation of the provincial government’s Climate
Action Plan, the sector’s GHG pollution would increase to 15% above 2007
levels—even though the province’s legislated target is 33% below 2007
levels.
‘There is a stark contrast between the level of GHG pollution we would
reach in this province if shale gas development goes ahead as planned, and
the goal that the government has legislated,’ said Matt Horne, director of
BC Energy Solutions at the Pembina Institute. ‘To close this gap, the
province needs to update its climate change plan and make sure the natural
gas sector is part of an overall strategy that will meet the province’s
obligations.’
The second report, ‘Risks to BC’s Water Resources’, documents the
stresses the sector will place on BC’s water systems. The rapid increase in
hydraulic fracturing needed to extract shale gas has resulted in a growing
demand for water—most of which comes from freshwater systems.

Commercial space
available for rent at the
Fernhill Centre, Mayne
Island. Suitable for
business or studio.
Contact: 604-221-6247

RETIREMENT

Heritage Place

FOR SENIORS

EXTRAORDINARY
Food
People
Experience

• drIllIng For geosource

• Ramps • Pile Driving

2007 Ford F 150 XLT Super Crew,
5.5' box, 4.6L V8 engine, 4x4,
automatic, 126,800 km. Alloy wheels,
running boards, 4 full doors, 6 seats,
box liner, tonneau cover, rubber floor
mats, CD/iPod/MP3, A/C, cruise
control, power windows & mirrors.
Clean, kept in garage, mostly
highway kms, regularly serviced.
Great truck, seller moving overseas.
250-629-6038. $14,500.

fer nhill
centre

to Improve Well YIelds

• Docks • Moorings

FOR SALE

E V A ES
E
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A
L ROOFING N

www.flynn.ca
250-652-0599

• WAter Wells
• HYdroFrActurIng

• Foreshore Applications

FOR RENT

information@hy-geo.com

“We don’t stand
behind our work,
we stand behind a tree.”
On Time & On Budget

ROOFING

ALSO

Advisory services for
Water Wells
Aquifers
Groundwater

Ross Walker

Unmatched
Power

Bulk Water Delivery
www.H2oonthego.ca

• street ﬂushing • ﬁlm industry

250-537-9710

CYCLING

WATER

HAVE BOAT • WILL TRAVEL

AUTOMOTIVE

Pembina’s analysis suggests that the province has not yet adequately
assessed, monitored or mitigated the cumulative impacts of increasing
water demands, the potential conflicts between industry’s water use and
demand from other users, and the ways that growing water use affects the
ecosystems and wildlife that depend on BC’s freshwater systems.
‘There’s a clear need for proactive regional planning to ensure wise
decisions are being made about how much water can be used, where it can
be taken from, and how it should be treated and disposed of,’ Horne said.
‘To make informed decisions on acceptable levels of development, the
province needs more comprehensive and transparent water allocation and
monitoring systems.
‘If fully developed according to industry forecasts, BC’s shale gas
extraction from the Horn River and Montney Basins in northeast BC would
be significant on a continental scale. In light of the potential rate and scale
of development, both the BC government and the shale gas industry will
need to demonstrate foresight and leadership to ensure the resources are
developed responsibly and with appropriate safeguards for communities
and the environment.
‘Ultimately, the provincial government should proactively manage the
natural gas sector to ensure responsible development, rather than getting
locked into a development path that compromises important
environmental objectives,’ Horne said. ‘Alberta let oilsands development
drastically outpace adequate regulation and planning oversight, with
negative consequences both for the environment and the economy. BC can
and should avoid making the same mistakes with shale gas development.’0

…deciding what comes
next just got easier…

250.537.8340
www.HeritagePlace.info

MEETINGS
School District #64 (Gulf Islands).
A regular meeting of the Board
of School Trustees will be held
at Saturna Elementary School,
Saturna Island, Wednesday, October
12, 2011 commencing at 1pm. To
view the agenda for this meeting:
www.sd64.bc.ca/board_meetings.html
Public Welcome!

SEE YOUR AD HERE
FOR AS LITTLE AS

$20/WEEK!
ASK US HOW
250-629-3660

MUNICIPAL
POLL

53%
think municipal

taxes are too high

68%
think municipal

workers’ pay rates
are too high

67%
say mayoral

candidates in the
Nov 19 election
must make spending
& taxation plans
clear before they will
vote for them
Source: Angus-Reid

www.islandtides.com
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october garden Calendar
brIaN CruMbLehuLMe
When I first started gardening… I was unaware of how much I
could learn from the garden, but soon realized that the making
of a garden had very much to do with the making of art.... I guess
that planting a seed and working among the plants for months
makes you really look at the produce with new eyes. There is
nothing more beautiful to me.
—Artist Sondra Freckelton, 2001

A

week or so after a good autumn rain, the land takes
on a new air. If you look closely at the ground
beneath your feet you will see hundreds, nay,
thousands of tiny seedlings.
Some of these seedlings will grow into the small spring
flowers that carpet the hilltops in April with drifts of blue
and pink. Others will grow over winter into foxgloves,
dandelions and a myriad native plants we call biennials
because they do not fit into our calendar year that begins in
January and closes in December.
Plants native to dry summers tend to favour the cool
damp winters as the best time to grow. These include many
of the alliums (onions, garlic, shallots, leeks, etc), peas and
some beans. All of which is to say you can still scatter seeds
of foxglove, forget-me-not, wallflowers before any rain while
the ground is warm and be amazed at how they grow. Sweet
peas and snow peas will certainly germinate this month but
I have lost as much as half of them to hard frosts in midwinter so my remedy is to sow them now in pots and be
prepared to move them to a sheltered place if the
temperature drops much below freezing.
Thinking of winter: many perennial flowering plants and
bushes are susceptible to damage by cold, damp and wind
so never leave them in low lying places where they might
rot. I once lost a thousand rosemary bushes by leaving them
in clay soil while another twenty or so perched on a bluff of
conglomerate rock are still ruggedly coasting on. As soon as
I am able, I clean up the rose beds before the winter winds
arrive, prune them down to a manageable level and mulch
them with manure or well rotted compost. Between digging
and cleaning the garden, a fun job is planting bulbs in
anticipation of spring.
In the Salish Sea, spring begins in January with snow
drops, early crocus and winter aconite that dot the grass like
so many tiny buttercups. Before burying the bulbs, scatter
some wood ash in the hole and, if you have time, throw a
little seaweed over the ground afterward. It will be well
rotted by the time they flower.
This was a good year for apples, plums and the like and
last spring there was a warning of tent caterpillars expected
next year. So, this may be a good time to prune fruit trees
early and examine the twigs for tell-tale signs of eggs on the
bark, like crusty finger nails signaling trouble to come.
Should you find tent caterpillar eggs, scrape off as many as
you can find, burn the cuttings and spray with a

Photo: Toby Snelgrove

Pruning plucky plumage in preparation for fall.
horticultural oil on a dry, windless day.
Another fine job for a windless day is raking leaves. It can
be fun. Deciduous leaves make good compost. You can pile
them around, but not touching, fruit trees, dig them directly
into the ground, or heap them on the compost pile until next
year. Maple is especially rich in minerals and great for the
kitchen garden. Diseased leaves from roses, apple trees and
the like are best dried and burnt to reduce the incidence of
mildew and blackspot fungus.
Speaking of apples: I have an excellent crop of Granny
Smiths this year (did you know they were discovered a
hundred years ago growing in a hedge in Australia?) and I
find they taste so much better if left on the tree until late
Oct/Nov after a couple of those early frosts when the roof
turns white. The apples stay crisp and the cold increases the
sugar content.
Many fall days are rainy; that’s the time to be in the
greenhouse. Yesterday I cleaned out the tomato vines and
most of the peppers. Soaked and turned the ground over
and immediately replanted the beds with broccoli and
cauliflower with a ground cover of lettuce and winter greens.
These vegetables are so expensive in winter and early
spring; if you do not have plants of your own it is well worth
the minor expense of buying a few packs from a nursery.
Many years ago friends of ours presented us with a brace

h Traditional Chicken ~ Three Variations h

Chicken with Squash & Apricots
This adapted Roman recipe is truly amazing if you have
an hour or two to prepare and cook it.
E Chicken cut into pieces
E a handful of green olives
E 2-3 stalks of chopped celery
E Black pepper, caraway, cumin, ginger,
E mint, cilantro
E a few chopped dates
E a piece of pumpkin chopped in chunks
E a large handful of apricots
E olive oil
E stock
Put the chicken, olives, celery and spices into a large pot
with some oil and stir fry until more or less brown. Add
the stock and stew slowly for 45 minutes or so. Add the
remaining ingredients and stew some more until tender.
Serve hot with fresh baked bread and a salad.

Chicken with Figs & Walnuts (Djaj Bil Karmous Joz)
Given that October is saffron time this Moroccan recipe
is truly aromatic and heavenly.
E A little butter and sunflower oil
E 2 large onions, chopped
E at least a spoonful of fresh grated ginger
E a good pinch saffron, some cinnamon
E 1 chicken, cut in pieces
E salt & pepper
E 1-2 tablespoons honey
E ½ cup walnuts, 8-10 fresh figs
Heat the butter and brown the onions. Add the spices and
chicken and stir fry until brown. Add enough water (or
wine) to cover and stew for 20 minutes. Remove the
chicken and boil the sauce until it is reduced by half and
begins to caramelize. Return the chicken with the walnuts
and figs and cook gently for 5 minutes until hot. Stunning
with cous cous or long grain white rice. Serve with
honeydew melon and a good shiraz.

of freshly shot ducks. I am not a hunter but we accepted the
gift in the spirit it was given. After surveying the little
carcasses, I decided to stew them slowly with a few
vegetables in broth. An hour later they resembled rubber
balls. Two hours later they were still rubber balls. We ate
pasta that night. A half day later said ducks were inedible
but the stock was supreme. In traditional terms, farm
animals ranged and strutted free as far as their imagination
extended. By the time they graced the table, they were often
quite venerable. Which is to say the meat and vegetables
that our ancestors ate were radically different from what we
pick up on the supermarket shelf. Stewing, roasting and
baking are slow cooking methods designed to render the
most obtuse five-year-old rooster into something tasty. Old
animals, really free range animals and wild game needs
longer cooking to break down the collagen fibers that
surround the muscles.
The north European answer to this question has given
us stews and pies laced with garlic, onions, leeks, potatoes
slow cooked in wine, beer or herbed stock. In the Middle
East, cuisines have tended to the many fruits native to those
regions. These recipes all called for slow cooking for maybe
half a day, conditions that would destroy any contemporary
bird, but with a little adaptation a very tasty dish can still be
created. 0
Chicken with Plums (Erikli Tavuk)
The Caucuses are renowned for fruit & wines; this ancient
Georgian dish typifies the marriage of fruit and fowl.
E Chicken pieces, butter
E 2-3 cloves chopped garlic, sunflower oil, salt &
pepper, at least a pound of ripe plums (damson or prune)
E Sauce: some plum jam, red wine vinegar, more
garlic, fresh ground chillies
Brown the chicken in butter. Add seasoning and plums,
cook 10-15 minutes until tender. Meanwhile, make the
sauce. Pour over the chicken and serve.
My variation calls for BBQing the chicken until golden
and truly cooked, then toss into a kettle with all the
ingredients and stir fry until hot and covered with sauce.
Serve in a large wooden bowl with lashings of yogurt, hot
pita bread (lavash if you know how to make it) and fresh
tomatoes. Georgia has been cultivating vineyards for at
least 7,000 years! Their wines tend to be spicy by our
standards with names like Khavantchkara. Ask for it at
your local wine store but be prepared to buy a good Greek
or Lebanese substitute.

NEW DISPLAY CENTRE - LANgLEY!

Thinking about building remotely?
We can design and help you build your
custom ‘Hybrid’ timber frame home.
Visit Tamlin Homes’ new post & beam
head office for an eye opening tour!

Toll Free 1.877.826.5461
www.tamlinhomes.com
www.islandtides.com

